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The chilling instrumental guitar music of TIERRA NEGRA takes the listener on a journey in his own

fantasy. The warm sound of the Spanish guitars, played by two masters, the relaxing beat of the

percussion and beautiful melodies. 18 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Lounge, NEW AGE: Ambient

Details: ALBUM INFO "mediterranean guitar lounge Vol.1" This is the brandnew and sixth CD from the

guitar duo TIERRA NEGRA! The CD type is a compilation. All 18 tracks are original instrumental songs

composed and compiled by the two German guitarists Leo Henrichs and Raughi Ebert. 14 tracks where

taken from the first 5 TIERRA NEGRA CDs (find them at the cdbabystore or visit the tierranegra.de

webpage). 4 brandnew, unreleased songs have been added. This CD gives you also an overview of the

works of TIERRA NEGRA. All compositions were made in Les Saint Maries de la mer in Southern

France. Feel the mediterranian life style and spirit in the music of TIERRA NEGRA. To get more

information about TIERRA NEGRA and to listen to more sound examples please feel invited to visit our

english website: tierranegra.de or tierranegraguitars.com Standart press info: TIERRA NEGRAs music

covers a wide spectrum of emotions and takes the listener to the hot climate of Southern France or Spain.

The guitar duos fascinating interaction on stage is the result of a deep friendship and innumerable

concerts since they first met in 1988. Both guitarist spend a lot of time in the Camargue, Southern France,

and in Spain, which inspires their music. The Camargue is the part of France, where the Gipsy Kings

originally came from. The songs take the listener on a trip to the hot South of France and Spain, to places

in Ibiza, Valencia, Granada, Sevilla and Les saint marie de la mer.The album contains hypnotizing

ballads, chilling songs and fiery flamenco. The music is played with typical European temper. The GIPSY

KINGS love and endorse the TIERRA NEGRA flamenco guitar! Tierra Negra has designed their own

signature guitar model. It is a totally handcrafted high quality flamenco guitar build by a spanish luthier.

For more details about the guitar please visit the TIERRA NEGRA webshop or send an email to

info@tierranegra.de Last summer, in July 2004, the GIPSY KINGS flew to Germany to play life at big a

German TV show. Because their own instruments were stuck at the German customs, their manager

called TIERRA NEGRA to borrow 8 guitars for this tv programm on the same day. When the guitars
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arrived at the venue the GIPSY KINGS immediatly started to make session with our instruments and didnt

stop until the beginning of their tv broadcasting. During the show the GIPSY KINGS manager called us

and told us that the band loves the sound and the quality of the TIERRA NEGRA guitars. He asked for a

meeting with us and the band. It was great fun for us to meet the guys, to have dinner with them, to talk

and to play with them. After our meeting the GIPSY KINGS offered TIERRA NEGRA to endorse the

TIERRA NEGRA guitar world wide!!! THE TIERRA NEGRA FLAMENCO GUITAR In cooperation with a

Spanish luthier the artists of TIERRA NEGRA - Raughi Ebert and Leo Henrichs - have designed a

flamenco guitar  the TIERRA NEGRA guitar - that defines a new standard of quality in the modern world

of professional flamenco guitars. Their experiences as professional musicians from many years touring

and studio works melt together with the big knowledge of many generations being involved in the Spanish

art of lutherie. The TIERRA NEGRA guitar is a high quality instrument equally appropriate for live

performances or studio sessions. The fully handcrafted guitar is made from hand selected solid wood.

The instrument is extremely comfortable to play and satisfies the high requirements of professional

musicians. Sound wise the guitar is ideally suited for flamenco and even jazz and pop music. It has a

delicate warm and light sound with rich basses and clear trebles. The GIPSY KINGS liked the TIERRA

NEGRA guitar so much, that they immediately signed a world wide exclusive endorsement contract with

the TIERRA NEGRA company. "The TIERRA NEGRA flamenco guitar is the best instrument that we have

ever got the chance to work with", says GIPSY KINGS lead guitarist TONINO BALLIARDO proudly. "I

love the sound and it is a pleasure to play on such a comfortable instrument!" But also among more

traditional flamenco players as ANTONIO ANDRADE, the TIERRA NEGRA guitar is highly recommended

for the use as a solo instrument and for dance accompaniment. "I use the same TIERRA NEGRA guitar

doing my solo performances and working with my dance company. The variety of the sounds that you can

create on this instrument is amazing", says ANTONIO ANDRADE enthusiastically. Each instrument is

numbered and signed by TIERRA NEGRA on the lable. Each guitar is unique and comes with a luxury

case.  Modell: Tierra Negra GK (GIPSY KINGS)  Land of origin: Spain  Type: Flamenco  Colour: honey

yellow into a touch of orange  Top: solid spruce  Body / Side: solid cypress , (three pieces body) 

Fretboard: ebony  Tuner: professional machine heads, gold plated and ornamented  Soundhole: rosette

with rose design and Tierra Negra name  Headstock: Diabolo design  Case: luxury case with golden

mountings and a number locker Watch the GIPSY KINGS performing live on the TIERRA NEGRA guitar



on the new GIPSY KINGS DVD "Live at Kenwoodhouse" or listen to the TIERRA NEGRA guitar used on

the new TIERRA NEGRA CD "El sonido del sur" or at tierranegra.de tierranegraguitars.com
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